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Theory and Practice
of
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Related Sections in the Textbook

E. O. Doebelin, Measurement Systems:- Application
and design, 5th ed., McGraw Hill, 2003

 Sec.4.3 pp. 228-253

 Chap.5 pp. 432-480

 Sec.10.1 pp.837-843
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Introduction to resistance strain gage

 Equipment for strain measurement.

 Basic theory of resistance strain gage

 Fundamental structure of strain gages

 How to Install a strain gage

 The Wheatstone bridge

 Factors that affect the accuracy of strain
gages

 How to select a suitable strain gage
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The Wheatstone bridge

 The Wheatstone bridge

 Interrogation of the Wheatstone bridge

 Balancing the bridge

 Calibration of the bridge

 Temperature compensation techniques

 Strain gage layout for different
applications
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General sensor characteristics

www. analog.com\library\analogDialogue\archives\39-05\Web_Ch4_final.pdf
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Typical sensors and their output formats

www. analog.com\library\analogDialogue\archives\39-05\Web_Ch4_final.pdf
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Gages for
measuring strain

單秋成

Mechanical strain gage
 A mechanical dial gage.

http://measure.feld.cvut.cz/groups/edu/e38sz/Lectures/04-mechanical_strain.pdf
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Acoustical strain gage

http://measure.feld.cvut.cz/groups/edu/e38sz/Lectures/04-mechanical_strain.pdf
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Some resistance displacement/strain
sensors

http://www.me.utexas.edu/~lotario/me244L/leks/sensors/rsensors.pdf
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Resistance Strain
gage

單秋成

What is a resistance strain gage?

http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/images/whats.pdf
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Pizeoresistive effect

 Lord Kelvin showed in 1856 that the
resistance of copper and iron wires
changed when they are subjected to
mechanical strain.

 The change in resistance is very small
and cannot accurately be measured by
an digital ohmmeter on a DVM.

 In the absence of any electronic amplifier,
Lord Kelvin used a null detection method
to measure the resistance changes.
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Principle of Piezoresistive effect

http://measure.feld.cvut.cz/groups/edu/e38sz/Lectures/04-mechanical_strain.pdf
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Sensitivity of a strain gage

Gage factor (GF)
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Gage factors of some metals

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf
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Gage factors of some metals

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf
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Gage factors of some metals

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf
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Introduction to resistance strain gage

 Equipment for strain measurement.

 Basic theory of resistance strain gage

 Fundamental structure of strain gages

 How to Install a strain gage

 The Wheatstone bridge

 Factors that affect the accuracy of strain
gages

 How to select a suitable strain gage
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Different types of piezoresistive
strain gage

http://measure.feld.cvut.cz/groups/edu/e38sz/Lectures/04-mechanical_strain.pdf
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單秋成www. analog.com\library\analogDialogue\archives\39-05\Web_Ch4_final.pdf

單秋成

Transverse sensitivity

A single section of wire along a small gage
length is not sensitive enough. Must has a
number of section looped together.

Transverse strain affects the resistance of
the strain gage:

 through poisson ratio effect, on the
axial portion of the gage.

On the transverse portion of the gage.
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The metal foil strain gage

www. analog.com\library\analogDialogue\archives\39-05\Web_Ch4_final.pdf
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Structure of a foil strain gage

3-6 μm

~15 μm

http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/images/whats.pdf
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Introduction to resistance strain gage

 Equipment for strain measurement.

 Basic theory of resistance strain gage

 Fundamental structure of strain gages

 How to Install a strain gage

 The Wheatstone bridge

 Factors that affect the accuracy of strain
gages

 How to select a suitable strain gage
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How to install a gage

B129
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Surface preparation

 Brushing off loose particles

 Remove paint, rust and plating

 degreasing

 Abrading for optimum bonding

>6.4>250Ceramic cement

0.4 - 1.616 - 63Transducers

>6.4*>250*High elongation

1.6 - 3.263 - 125General stress analysis

Surface Finish, rms micrometerSurface Finish, rms microinchClass of installation

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/csc/csc.htm

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ib/b129/129c1.htm

單秋成

Surface preparation

 For transducer application where good
and long lived bonding is needed, etching
with dilute acid may be applied followed
by neutralizing with an alkali.

 Mark off the layout lines for the strain
gage position using light scribing or
burnishing with a 4H drafting pencil .
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Surface preparation

 Re-clean the gage position thoroughly
with degreaser (move in one direction
with force) , neutralize if necessary.

http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/images/whats.pdf
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Handling of the strain gages
 Never touch strain gages by hand
 Handled only with rounded tweezers, or

vacuum pen.
 Hold strain gage at the backing support, not at

sensor grid.
 Strain gages do not require cleaning before

bonding unless they have been accidentally
contaminated by the user.

 Should strain gages have been touched by
hand, clean it immediately with IPA and cotton
tipped applicators, (do not use cotton
applicators with plastic grip).

http://www.blh.de/application/appl145b.htm
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Gage bonding
 Wash hand thoroughly with soap and water.

Clean the working desk area and all related tools
with solvent or degreasing agent.

 Use tweezer to take out the strain gage from
package and fix it with low tack adhesive tape .

 Position the gage against the layout lines. For
very accurate work, a low magnification
microscope may be used.

http://www.efunda.com/designstandards/sensors/strain_gages/strain_gage_install_bond.cfm

單秋成

 Apply adhesive according to
manufacturer’s recommendation. Do not
spread the adhesive throughout the
surface yet as this accelerates curing.

http://www.efunda.com/designstandards/sensors/strain_gages/strain_gage_install_bond.cfm
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單秋成http://www.nakka-rocketry.net/articles/Gages.PDF

單秋成

 Press with finger using considerable
pressure for duration specified by the
manufacturer.(pressure and temperature
from the finger aid curing)

 Special clamping tool and oven curing may
be needed for transducer grade operation.

http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/images/whats.pdf
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Transducer grade preparation often involves
clamping with special tool and baking in the oven
to ensure thorough curing.

From krak gage catalogue

單秋成

Soldering of lead wire

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/tt/tt604/604index.htm
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Cleaning, checking and protection

 Clean the solder flux from the joints.

 Inspect the gage bonding and solder
joints.

 Check gage resistance and insulation.

 Anchor the lead wires and connecting
wires.

 Apply appropriate protective coating.

 Check bridge wiring and resistance.

單秋成

Examples of Bad installation
 Misaligned gage

 Unbonded backing

 Insufficient curing

 Bumps and wrinkles in the grid

 Trapped gas bubbles

 Uneven adhesive layer

 Bad lead wire soldering

 Insufficient insulation or protection
http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/iv/iv.htm
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Examples of Bad installation
 Gage Misalignment

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/iv/iv.htm

單秋成

Examples of Bad installation
 Trapped gas bubble

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/iv/iv.htm
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Examples of Bad installation
 Trapped foreign matter

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/iv/iv.htm
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Examples of Bad installation
Bad solder joint

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/iv/iv.htm

Interfere with flux removal and
environmental protection
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Examples of Bad installation
 Defective protective coating

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/iv/iv.htm

單秋成

Examples of Bad installation

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/iv/iv.htm
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Examples of Bad installation
 Good lead wire anchoring practice

(with bondable terminals)

Cellophane tape

Strain gage
lead wire

Connecting
wires

Solder
together

Bondable
terminals

Steel strip

單秋成

Examples of Bad installation

Connecting cable Solder together

 Good lead wire anchoring practice
(without bondable terminals)
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Examples of Bad installation
 Lead wire motion leading to tunnel in coating

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/ta/iv/iv.htm

單秋成http://www.eng.ucalgary.ca/PEC/2004/2_PUC_Presentation.PDF
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Introduction to resistance strain gage

 Equipment for strain measurement.

 Basic theory of resistance strain gage

 Fundamental structure of strain gages

 How to Install a strain gage

 The Wheatstone bridge

 Factors that affect the accuracy of strain
gages

 How to select a suitable strain gage
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The Wheatstone
Bridge
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The Wheatstone bridge

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf

E

單秋成

The Wheatstone bridge

Bridge balanced if:

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf

E Suppose ,
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The Wheatstone bridge

Ignoring second order terms:Ignoring second order terms: Non-linearity may occur!!

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf

Note the signs!

單秋成

The Wheatstone bridge

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf

E

+

+

-

-
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How to form a bridge

Quarter bridge.

單秋成

How to form a bridge

Half bridge.

For strains of different signs. For strains of the same signs.
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How to form a bridge

Full bridge.

單秋成

Interrogating the
Wheatstone Bridge
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The null indication method

0 A Slow and
inefficient!

Not easily
automated!

單秋成

Basic Op-Amp circuits
Differential Amplifier

 Another option for carrying out subtraction.
 Good common mode rejection.

http://www.ee.unb.ca/Courses/EE3121/AdditionalMaterial/OpAmpsIntro.pdf

Rule II :

Rule II :
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Simple and attractive.
Gain depend on bridge

resistance and is therefore
unpredictable.

Common mode rejection
not good

www. analog.com\library\analogDialogue\archives\39-05\Web_Ch4_final.pdf
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Basic Op-Amp circuits
Instrumentation Amplifier

http://www.ee.unb.ca/Courses/EE3121/AdditionalMaterial/OpAmpsIntro.pdf

Main aim is to improve the input impedance while maintaining
a good common mode rejection

Input buffer
(voltage follower)

Input buffer
(voltage follower)

Differential
amplifier

A

B

Rule I: VA=V1, VB=V2 , (V1-V2)=IR2

Also (V3-V1)=IR1, (V2-V4)=IR1 , V4 - V3=(V2-V1) -2(V1-V2) R1/R2

Vout =R4/R3(V4 - V3)= (V2-V1) (1+ 2R1/R2) R4/R3

Rule II: no input I, same I flows thru R1-R2-R1
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3 Op-amp in-amp single chip

http://www.analog.com/library/analogDialogue/archives/39-05/op_amp_applications_handbook.html

單秋成

Common mode rejection good

Gain independent of bridge
resistance.

Bridge non-linearity not corrected
www. analog.com\library\analogDialogue\archives\39-05\Web_Ch4_final.pdf
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單秋成www. analog.com\library\analogDialogue\archives\39-05\Web_Ch4_final.pdf

The Op-amp, with a Vref and
sensing resistor, give a loop that
drives a constant current through
each arm of the bridge to
guarantee linear output.

IB=Vref/Rsense.

The In-amp provides further gain.

單秋成

Bridge balancing

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf

inject a zero
offset

(convenient but
will affect bridge
linearity)
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Bridge balancing

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf

Series R:
Must be very small.
Difficult to apply!

Shunt R:
Usually large.
Easier to apply!

單秋成

E

Bridge Calibration

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf

Av

Easier to apply a
large precision
resistor

Difficult to apply a
very small resistance
(~0.1) accurately
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Introduction to resistance strain gage

 Equipment for strain measurement.

 Basic theory of resistance strain gage

 Fundamental structure of strain gages

 How to Install a strain gage

 The Wheatstone bridge

 Factors that affect the accuracy of strain
gages

 How to select a suitable strain gage

單秋成

Temperature induced
apparent strain
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Temperature induced apparent strain

 Resistivity of a material.

 Thermal expansion of the

 gage material

 structure to be measured.

Note that the temp. effects vary with temperature

Temperature affects:

單秋成

Temperature effect

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf
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Temperature effect

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf

For a “constantan”gage on an aluminum substrate with a thermal expansion
coefficient of 13 ppm/ oF, the differential thermal expansion strain is:

ε = 13 −8 = 5 microstrain / oF
Thus the net apparent strain due to resistive as well as expansion effects
would be roughly:

ε = 3 + 5 = 8 microstrain / oF

GF =

Note: GF=2.0

單秋成

Self Temperature compensated gages
(STC gages)

The temperature coefficients of the grid
materials depend on:

 Alloying contents.

 Degree of cold working/heat treatment.

Hence there is a batch to batch difference in
temperature coefficient even for the same
alloy.
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Self Temperature compensated gages

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/guide/tn/tn513/513b.htm

bonded on steel (6 x
10-6/oF or 11 x 10-6/oC).

bonded on beryllium alloy
(9 x 10-6/oF or 16 x 10-6/oC).

bonded on titanium alloy (5
x 10-6/oF or 8.8 x 10-6/oC).

單秋成

Temperature compensation

Temperature effect on strain
measurement

Temperature coefficient of the grid.

Thermal expansion mismatch between
the gage material and the substrate
structure.

Lead wire resistance changes.
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Temperature compensation
 Active-dummy method

http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/images/whats.pdf

單秋成

Temperature compensation
for lead wire

http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/images/whats.pdf

For remote measurement, the lead wire resistance is
considerable and will:
 subject to temperature effects.
 Cause desensitization of signals.

E

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf
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Temperature compensation
for lead wire (3 lead wire technique)

http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/images/whats.pdf

E

Rg + r1 R2 + r2

單秋成

Other factors that will affect a strain gage

 Large plastic strain

 Corrosive environment

 Cyclic fatigue

 Magnetic field
http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/images/whats.pdf
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Introduction to resistance strain gage

 Equipment for strain measurement.

 Basic theory of resistance strain gage

 Fundamental structure of strain gages

 How to Install a strain gage

 The Wheatstone bridge

 Factors that affect the accuracy of strain
gages

 How to select a suitable strain gage
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Selecting a gage
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Different types of strain gages

http://www.vishay.com/brands/measurements_group/strain_gages/mm.htm

單秋成

Different types of strain gages

 Difference in make-up

Backing sheets

Metal foil

cement

 Difference in sizes

 Difference in shapes
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單秋成http://courses.washington.edu/mengr556/Examples%20of%20strain%20gauges.pdf

單秋成http://courses.washington.edu/mengr556/Examples%20of%20strain%20gauges.pdf
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單秋成http://courses.washington.edu/mengr556/Examples%20of%20strain%20gauges.pdf

單秋成

 For shear and torque measurement
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Full bridge gages for bending beam.

http://www.blh.de/wiring.htm

單秋成

Circular diaphragm gage for pressure transducers

http://courses.washington.edu/mengr556/Examples%20of%20strain%20gauges.pdf

http://www.blh.de/pdftg/306p14.pdf
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單秋成http://courses.washington.edu/mengr556/Strain_basics.pdf

單秋成http://courses.washington.edu/mengr556/Strain_basics.pdf
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 Weldable strain gage

Measurement Group strain gage catalogue

單秋成http://courses.washington.edu/mengr556/Strain_basics.pdf
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單秋成http://www.hitecprod.com/Pdf%20files/70_HtempweldSC.pdf
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Miniature gage used in printed circuit board
http://www.kyowa-ei.co.jp/english/kfrs/top.htm
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Terminals

http://www.blh.de/pdftg/306p19.pdf

單秋成http://courses.washington.edu/mengr556/Strain_basics.pdf
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How to choose a gage

B129
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How to choose a gage
The answer to this question requires the user to define
more specifically his application. Namely,

What is to be measured?
 Is this a stress analysis or a transducer application?
What are the Ambient Conditions?
What is the operating Temperature Range?
 Is the Magnitude of Strain known?
 Is the Principal Axis Known?
Are there Strain Gradients?
What is the duration of the Measurement?
Number of cycles
Accuracy Requirements

http://www.blh.de/faq.htm

單秋成

General selecting procedures

 Determine the gage alloy and backing
material.

 Self temperature compensation.

 Gage length and size

 Gage pattern

 Other special requirement (fatigue life,
maximum strain, maximum service
temperature)

TN-505
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Strain gage layout for
different applications

單秋成http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf
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單秋成http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/jcraig/ae3145/Lab2/strain-gages.pdf
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END

單秋成

Strain gage calibration Lab
準備事項：

(1) 帶游標卡尺;

(2) Review instrumentation amplifier;

(3) 複習黏貼應變計方法與注意事項;

(4) 研習Wheatstone bridge 相關原理，並
嘗試回答預習報告中的相關問題；

(5) 複習梁之彎曲理論，請預先計算一厚
度為 t mm, 曲率半徑為 R mm之梁，
其表面應變為若干。
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Strain gage calibration Lab
1. Sticking of strain gage.

2. Soldering of lead wire.

3. Bridge completion.

4. Bridge balancing.

5. Direct calibration:- Strip bending.

6. Indirect calibration:- Shunt calibration.

7. Strain gage amplifier characteristics

單秋成

Strain gage calibration Lab

Figure 2

Steel
strip

Cellophane tape Strain
gage lead
wire

Connectin
g wires

Solder
together

Bondable
terminals
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Generating a chosen curvature

R1

R2

R3PMMA
Block

Spring
steel strip
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Strain gage calibration Lab

Figure 1

BS + BS -

OP +

OP -

Bridge
balance
resistor
10k

Active
gage

Dummy
gage

Bridge balance
resistor 10k

Excitation E

Bridge
Output
V

RS

Gage
resistance
= 350

BS -BS +
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Strain gage calibration Lab

RS

Shunt
switch

Potentiometer
knob

Figure 3: Bridge
completion box
layout.

單秋成

預習報告

 Suppose Rb and Rs are non-existent, what
is the relationship between the Bridge
output voltage V, Excitation E and the
change in resistance Rg in the active gage.

 What is the gage factor? In the absence of
Rb and Rs, what is the relationship between
the Bridge output voltage V, Excitation E
and the strain sensed by the active gage?

 The bridge balance resistors provided are
10 k, Can they have different values?
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預習報告
 What is the use of Rb in the bridge circuit in

Figure 1? Please briefly explain the
underlying principle.

 What is the use of Rs in the bridge circuit in
Figure 1? Please briefly explain the
underlying principle.

 Suppose Rs =100kand the bridge is
initially balanced. What will the bridge
output voltage become if Rs is shunted
across the active gage.

單秋成

預習報告

 What happen if +ve and –ve bridge
excitation voltage are interchanged?

 What happen if the bridge output and bridge
excitations are interchanged (ie. OP+ is
interchanged with BS+ and OP- is
interchanged with BS-)?

 What is the relation between the surface
strain, radius of curvature, Young’s modulus
and the thickness of a beam under bending?
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Strain gage amplifier characteristics

What happen if you interchange the
BS+ and BS-?

What happen if you interchange the
OP+ and OP-?

What happen if you have not zero
the bridge before measurement?


